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In this report, the criterion for Landau damping in the presence of linear coupling
between the transverse planes, previously obtained for Lorentz betatron frequency
distributions       202// ZZGZSGZZU  ii , is extended to “elliptical” spectra
     2022/2 ZZZZSZU ’’ ii . Different limiting cases are discussed and a
general stability criterion is derived. The results reveal two important features of
coupled Landau damping. The first one is that the effect of the imaginary part of the
coupling impedance in the unstable plane, the most critical parameter for Landau
damping at low and medium energy in the absence of coupling, can be “cancelled” by
coupling. The second feature is that the frequency spreads are “shared” between the two
planes and a large tune dispersion becomes effective also in the plane which, without
coupling, has little spread. The conjunction of these two features explains why a
machine like the PS can be stabilised by tuning close to a coupling resonance and




In Ref. [1], the effect of transverse coupling on Landau damping is studied for
Lorentz frequency distributions. It describes the main features but neglects two
important points. The first one is that the real part of the frequency shift, which is called
U  (or VU  [2]) in the case of coasting beams, is not taken into account in the
stability criterion because of the infinite tails of the Lorentz spectrum. The importance
of U  emerges already in the uncoupled case where, for the Lorentz spectrum, U  does
not enter in the stability criterion whereas, for distributions without important tails,
Landau damping is prevented when the shift U  (for instance due to space charge) is
larger than the frequency spread Z' . This is explained by the large detuning which
shifts the coherent frequency U0Z  to a value outside of the spectrum ZZ ’r0 .
As a second point, which in fact is closely related to the first one, we observe
that too strong coupling can be detrimental: it may shift the coherent frequency outside
of the spectrum and thus again prevent Landau damping. To study these two effects, we
will consider elliptical spectra. Different cases are discussed and a general stability
criterion, which is exactly or approximately valid in all the cases considered, is given at
the end of this note.
We recall that in the case of coupled transverse planes with elliptical spectra, the
general dispersion relation, for both coasting and bunched beams, writes[1]
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Here Z  is the coherent betatron frequency (the unknown), 0,0 yxZ  are the central
betatron frequencies of the transverse distribution functions, yx,Z’  are the transverse
betatron frequency spreads (half widths at the bottom of the spectra), yxU ,eq  and yxV ,eq
are the “equivalent” dispersion relation coefficients and a is a coupling coefficient
proportional to the gradient of the skew quadrupoles. In the following, we will always
consider the case of an unstable horizontal and a stable vertical plane in the absence of
coupling.
2 One-dimensional elliptical case
Without coupling ( 0 a ), the dispersion relation, e.g. in the horizontal plane,
writes
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 Caution: the dispersion coefficient U  in Ref. [1] (written SNLU ) must be replaced everywhere
by U  and j  by j  in Eqs. (28) and (29).

 The notion of dispersion relation coefficients introduced for coasting beams[2] has been
extended to bunched beams in Ref. [1] and the relation between those coefficients and the transverse
coupling impedance is reviewed in Appendix, for both coasting and bunched beams.
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Coherent motion of the form e j tZ  are considered. Thus, to be stable, a mode must
satisfy  Im Z t 0. Besides, we take 0eq !xV  because we consider modes where the
horizontal plane is unstable in the absence of Landau damping. Therefore, the one-




eq2 xxx VU t’Z                                                 (5)






No horizontal tune spread and no vertical wake field
This case, 0 ’ xZ  and 0eqeq   yy VU , has been solved on the resonance
vh QQ  , in Ref. [1]. Here, we attempt to find the more general solution. The dispersion
relation writes[1]
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Eq. (6) can be written in a way similar to the Lorentz equation, for 1zN  ( 1 N  is a
particular case already treated in Ref. [1])
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with





























3By analogy with the Lorentz case, the imaginary parts of the two coherent oscillation
frequencies are given by
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where A0  and B0  are real numbers given by
   A ax y x y0 0 0
2 2
0
24 cc  cc  cc cc Z Z Z Z’ ’                               (11)
  yxyxB ZZZZ cc’cc’cccc 000 2                                      (12)
This yields a necessary condition for stability
          ’ ’cc cc tZ Zx y 0           (13)
which leads to the inequalities (including the case N  1)







                                                (14)
Eq. (14) shows that the stability is obtained for coupling values that belong to a certain
range. If the coupling is too small, there is not enough Landau damping transferred to
the unstable plane. If the coupling is too large, the coherent frequencies fall outside of
the incoherent frequency spreads and Landau damping can’t exist. The stability
condition (   0Im t

Z  in Eq. (10)) has the same form as in the Lorentz case















cc’cc’t                           (15)
but here, 20a , yZ cc’  and 0yZ cc  depend on 
2
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The stability boundary relates the coherent tune separation to the coupling. If
xy Veq’Z , then it is impossible to stabilise the beam by coupled Landau damping:
there is not enough Landau damping which can be transferred to the unstable plane (see
also Ref. [1]). The minimum frequency spread that can stabilise the beam is
xy Veq ’Z . In that case, there is only one condition for stability which is vh QQ   and
2/ya Z’ . If xy Veq!’Z , we can plot the curve describing the stability boundary,
which takes different forms according to the value of yZ’ .
4For example, in the case where xy Veq2 ’Z , the absolute value of the tune separation
vh QQ   vs. normalised coupling ya Z’/  is represented in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1: Absolute value of the coherent tune separation vh QQ   at the stability boundary vs. normalised
coupling ya Z'/ , for xy Veq2 'Z .
One can conclude from Fig. 1 that below and above certain values of coupling a ,
stabilisation is impossible whereas for intermediate values stabilisation is possible even
with some tune split vh QQ  . The “optimum” coupling a  leads to the maximum of
tune split tolerable for stability. It is obtained (see Fig. 1) for 6/52/  ’ ya Z  and the
correspondent maximum tune split is     3/23/2eq 21213/ :  xvh VQQ .
3.2 No horizontal tune spread
In the absence of horizontal tune spread ( 0 ’ xZ , but yxU ,eq , 0,eq !yxV  and
yZ’  finite), the dispersion relation writes




0eqeq0 22 ajVUjjVU yyyyyxxx  ‚„
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We are interested in the conditions at the stability limit. We therefore put Z  real in Eq.
(17) and equate the real and imaginary parts separately. This yields
     2202eqeqeq0eq0 222 aVVUU yyyxyyxx  ‚„
•¤
'
§ ’ ZZZZZZZ      (18)







§ ’ xxyyyyyx UVUV ZZZZZZZ        (19)
Let’s consider the case where
 yyxx UU eq0eq0 2  ZZ                                            (20)
This choice will be justified at the end of this section. Then Eq. (19) is verified if






  yxyy VV eqeq
2
0
2 2 ’ ZZZ                                     (22)
If Eq. (21) is fulfilled then Eq. (18) becomes
 yyyx VUVa eq2eq2eq2 242 ’ Z                                     (23)
If Eq. (22) is verified then
   2eqeq2
2
0 2 yxyy VV ’  ZZZ                                    (24)
Besides Eq. (18) yields
  2eq2
2
eq0 2 xxx VaU  ZZ                                        (25)
From Eqs. (20), (24) and (25), the solution Z  can be obtained
    yxyxyyy UVaVVU eq2eq22eqeq2eq0 4/22 ’ ZZZ             (26)
Equating  20yZZ   in Eq. (24) and (26) gives a second order equation in











2 242444 xyyxyyy VaUaVVVU r ’Z                  (27)























               
(28)
which can be rewritten
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where 2eq
2 4 yy Ud ’ Z . One has to solve this equation to find the two-dimensional
criterion for yZ’ . Let’s consider the practical case where eqeq VU !! , then the




eq )16(4 yxyy UVU t’Z                                     (30)
This criterion is very close to the one-dimensional vertical one (see Eq. (5)) but with the
important difference that it guarantees stability also for the horizontal plane. Therefore,
a rough criterion is just
 yy U eq2t’Z                                                   (31)
6This is a very simple and interesting result which shows all the effectiveness of
coupling in machines where eqeq VU !! . At one dimension, one has to compensate
eqU  and eqV , i.e. one has to satisfy Eq. (5) for both planes separately. If one uses
coupled Landau damping, then the main part of the job, the cancellation of the effect of
xU eq , is done by coupling. Then it roughly remains to Landau damp xVeq . Loosely
speaking, one plane is thus stabilised by Landau damping and the other one is stabilised
by coupling.
Let’s come now back to Eq. (20). For the particular case treated in this section,
the horizontal real coherent betatron frequency in the absence of coupling is
xx
c
h U eq0  ZZ                                                  (32)
but the vertical one is
     2eq2eq2eq2eq2eq0 4/4 yyyyyyycv VUVUU ’ ZZZ                      (33)
Therefore, Eq. (20) represents the resonance vh QQ   at the vertical stability limit
where  2eq2eq2 4 yyy VU  ’Z . However, when eqeq VU !! , we have seen that the two-
dimensional criterion is close to the one-dimensional one which means that Eq. (20)
nearly describes the resonance vh QQ  , with a small error.
One can verify that, when xZ’  increases from 0 to the one-dimensional
horizontal stability limit 2eq
2








eq2 yy VU  , which for eqeq VU !!  gives nearly the same value: xZ’  has thus very
little effect.
3.3 Same distribution function in both planes
If the distribution function is the same in both planes ( yx ZZ ’ ’  and
00 yx ZZ  ), the dispersion relation writes
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(37)
  yxyx VVUUB eqeqeqeq8  
The solutions 
r
Z  are thus given by
 
    
    
 
    





























XIm  are always negative (for 0
,eq !yxV ), the stability criterion   0Im trZ  is
   22 ImRe
rr











































In the particular case where eqeqeq UUU yx   , the stability criterion reduces to
















§ t'Z    (41)
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§ t'Z  (43)
The optimum coupling is thus 2/eqeq yx VVa  . Eq. (43) shows the effect of a too
strong coupling. It adds to the eqU  term and thus can shift the coherent frequency
outside of the spread. If in addition eqeqeq VVV yx   , the stability criterion becomes
  2eq
2
eq2 VaU t’Z                                          (44)
If 0 a , we recover the one-dimensional criterion (see Eq. (5)). If a  increases, one
has to increase the spread according to Eq. (44). Therefore, any coupling is bad in that
particular case since the stability condition of Eq. (44) is more restrictive than the one-
dimensional stability criterion.
83.4 No transverse real frequency shifts
In the absence of horizontal and vertical real frequency shifts ( 0eqeq   yx UU ),
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This particular case is interesting because practically the same result as in the Lorentz
case is found. In fact stability, on the resonance vh QQ   and for the coupling
    2/22 2/1eqeq xxyy VVa ZZ ’’ , is reached when
 yxyx VV eqeq2 t’’ ZZ                                          (46)
4 Conclusion: an approximate general stability criterion
In the general case, the dispersion relation is given by Eq. (1). An approximate
stability criterion can be expressed as follows, considering e.g. an unstable horizontal
and a stable vertical plane in the absence of coupling and 0
,eq !yxV , as assumed until
now, so that coupled Landau damping is needed for stability (see Eq. (54) for the most
general formula with yxV ,eq  positive or negative).
If xx U eq2t’Z
 yxyyxx VVUU eqeq2eq22eq2 244 t’’ ZZ                          (47)
The corresponding central frequency split and coupling strength are
yxyx UU eqeq00 22  ZZ
(48)
    2/12eq2eqeq2eq2 42242
1
xxxyyy UVVUa ’’ ZZ
If xx U eq2’Z , then the corresponding 
2
eq
2 4 xx U’Z  has to be omitted in Eq. (47)
and we obtain
   
 yxyy VVU eqeq2eq2 24 t’Z                                       (49)
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9Using this criterion (at the boundary given by the equal sign in Eqs. (47) and (49)), one
solution is always at the stability limit, i.e.   0Im 1  Z  whereas the other generally has
  0Im 2 zZ , and sometimes   0Im 2 Z  indicating instability. However, we can verify
that the criterion holds exactly in the first and fourth particular cases treated. It is also
exactly the stability criterion of the third case when yx UU eqeq  . As concerns the
second case, if eqeq VU !! , the criterion is nearly the one-dimensional one and Eq. (47)
(or (49)) is an approximate condition for stability in both planes. Therefore, to have an
idea of the stability criterion in the general case, we can use this approximate formula
which is always close to the solution to within few percents.
An advantage of this simple stability criterion is that it generalises the one-
dimensional case: with optimum coupling, the two-dimensional stability criterion is just
the sum of the uncoupled horizontal and vertical criteria, as was already found in Ref.
[1]. Indeed, considering Lorentz spectra, the transverse stability criteria, in the absence












where yx,GZ  are the half widths at half maximum of the transverse Lorentz distribution
functions. These two conditions have to be fulfilled simultaneously to have stability in
both planes. With optimum coupling, the two criteria reduce into a single condition for
horizontal and vertical stability (see Eq. (23) of Ref. [1])
   yxyx VV eqeq t GZGZ   (52)
Eq. (52) is more favourable than Eq. (51) as it indicates e.g. that with coupling, both
planes can be stabilised with a frequency spread in only one of them. Considering
elliptical frequency spectra, a similar result is obtained with the approximate stability
criterion (Eq. (47) or (49)). In the absence of coupling, the transverse stability criteria
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With optimum coupling and tune split, these two criteria reduce into the following two-
dimensional stability criterion
   
   yxyyxx VVUU eqeq2eq22eq2 244Re t’’ ZZ                       (54)
Here,  Re  stands for real part, indicating that the square root has to be omitted if the
argument under the root is negative. Eq. (54) underlines the importance of coupling. It
indicates e.g. the possibility to stabilise both planes even when the spread in one plane
is smaller than twice the corresponding eqU . One can also observe from Eq. (54) (and
10
Eq. (52)) that, when 0eqeq d yx VV , coupled Landau damping is unnecessary for
stability.
To conclude, Eqs. (52) and (54), obtained for Lorentz and elliptical distributions
respectively, show the beneficial effect of coupling on Landau damping of both
coasting and bunched beam instabilities. They also indicate e.g. that a head-tail
instability can be damped by transfer of Landau damping and/or chromaticity (“hidden”
in the eqV  term) from the stable to the unstable plane[4].
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Appendix: relation between the “equivalent” dispersion coefficients and
the transverse coupling impedance
We have demonstrated in Ref. [1], using Lorentz spectra for the transverse tune
spreads, that the two-dimensional dispersion relation is the same for both coasting and
bunched beams. The notion of dispersion coefficients, introduced for coasting beams by
Laslett, Neil and Sessler[2], has been extended to bunched beams (with the same
notation). In the present report, we have generalised the analysis of coupled Landau
damping to elliptical spectra, using “equivalent” dispersion relation coefficients eqU ,
eqV  (to clarify the notation) that take different forms according to whether the beam is
bunched or debunched. The relations between those coefficients and the transverse
coupling impedance are reviewed in section A1 for a coasting beam and section A2 for
a bunched beam.
A1 Coasting beam
The influence of the wake field can be calculated using the equation of motion
of a single particle which, without coupling between the transverse planes, writes e.g. in
the horizontal plane[5]










































    (A1.2)
where xU , xV  are the dispersion relation coefficients of Laslett, Neil and Sessler[2].



















0                                   (A1.3)




 has been assumed. The impedance xZ  is evaluated
at the frequency   xh
x Qn EE ZZ ’:  for the mode with n  wavelengths around the
machine circumference. The reactive part of the coupling impedance produces a real
coherent frequency shift xU  while the resistive part causes instability for negative
resistance (with growth rate   xx V ’ EZIm ) and damping for positive resistance.
Negative resistance occurs for negative frequencies (which can be seen from the
                                                

 Sometimes VU   is written where we have U .





, replace j  with i  in all formulae.
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“approximate” relation between horizontal and longitudinal impedances
   xcvlx bcZZ EZ2./2 ) and thus only the modes with hQn   can be unstable.
The relations between the transverse “equivalent” dispersion coefficients eqU ,














                      (A1.4)
Therefore, those coefficients are the usual ones for coasting beams: they are real
constants (for purposes of the dispersion analysis) that characterise the accelerator (and
the beam energy).
A2 Bunched beam
The theory of transverse bunched beam instabilities has been described in its
most general form by Sacherer[5]. He combined and extended the results of Courant
and Sessler[6] (long range interaction) and the results of Pellegrini[7] and Sands[8]
(short range interaction). In Ref. [1], we have extended the two previous theories,
introducing coupling between the transverse planes into the Landau damping
calculation of rigid-bunch and head-tail modes. We can therefore summarise the results
of coupled Landau damping for bunched beams, using the general Sacherer’s formula
for dipole modes, which writes e.g. in the horizontal plane
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with
  fddf: pmQpMn shx pmn ;, ZZ                 (A2.2)
The frequency shift is obtained by a weighted sum   
x
x
pmnmh [ZZ ,  of the coupling
impedance  x pmnxZ ,Z  sampled at all those frequencies that correspond to a mode line of
mode (m,n). Eq. (A2.1) is the general result for transverse bunched beam instabilities.
This expression is very similar to the coasting beam formula (Eq. (A1.3)) except that
the beam current divided by the machine circumference RI S2/0  is replaced by the
current in one bunch MI /0  divided by the bunch length L  (in meters). The factor
  11 m  in front indicates that the higher modes are more difficult to drive.
The relations between the “equivalent” dispersion coefficients eqU , eqV  and the
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Therefore, in the case of bunched beams, those coefficients are real constants (for
purposes of the dispersion analysis) that characterise both the accelerator and the beam
dynamics.
To conclude, for both coasting and bunched beams, the transverse “equivalent”
dispersion relation coefficients eqU , eqV , introduced for coupled Landau damping, are
the real frequency shift and instability growth rate respectively (in the absence of
coupling and Landau damping).
14
Glossary
a Coupling coefficient defined by  a K R x y 0 2 2 0 02: / Z Z
cvb . Vacuum chamber radius
Bx Horizontal magnetic field
c Velocity of light
e Elementary charge
! xF Average of the horizontal force over the beam cross section
 Zmh Bunch spectrum of mode m
I0 Beam current
j  1 Imaginary unit
K 0  Normalised skew gradient defined by   K e p B xx x y0 0 0   / /w w
L Bunch length (in meters)
,...2,1,0 m Head-tail (or within bunch) mode number
m0 Proton rest mass
M Number of bunches of a beam
n Azimuthal mode number for a coasting beam ( ,...1,0,1..., n ), or
rigid-bunch (or coupled bunch) mode number for a bunched beam
( 1,...,1,0  Mn )
p0 Ideal momentum, corresponding to a particle travelling on the design
orbit
Qh v, Transverse coherent tunes defined by   : /,eq0,0, yxyxvh UQ Z
R Radius of the machine
t Time
yxU ,eq , yxV ,eq Horizontal and vertical “equivalent” dispersion relation coefficients
introduced for coupled Landau damping, to have the same two-
dimensional dispersion equation for both coasting and bunched
beams (see Appendix)
yxU , , yxV , Dispersion relation coefficients of Laslett, Neil and Sessler[2] for the
horizontal and vertical planes
yx, Horizontal and vertical betatron coordinates of a single particle
! x Horizontal betatron coordinate of the beam centre
lZ Longitudinal coupling impedance
xZ Horizontal coupling impedance
2 trp JD Momentum compaction factor
E Relativistic velocity factor
J Relativistic mass factor
yx,GZ Half widths at half maximum of the horizontal and vertical Lorentz
distribution functions
x’  Peak amplitude of the horizontal beam oscillations
’Zx y, Half widths at the bottom of the horizontal and vertical elliptical
distribution functions
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2 JDK p Slippage factor
x[ Horizontal chromaticity defined by   hhx QppQ //’’ [
)( iZU Distribution function of the transverse betatron frequency spread
: QZ Coherent betatron frequency (complex number):  Re Z  is the real
coherent oscillation frequency and   Im Z  is the instability growth
rate (coherent motion of the form e j tZ  are considered)
sZ Synchrotron frequency
Zx y0 0, Central betatron frequencies of the transverse distribution functions
x[
Z  Horizontal chromatic frequency defined by   : hx Qx K[Z[ /
:  Common revolution frequency of the particles
 It means the positive value
